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a b s t r a c t

We present general, computable, improvable, and rigorous bounds for the total energy

of a finite heterogeneous volume element O or a periodically distributed unit cell of an

elastic composite of any known distribution of inhomogeneities of any geometry and

elasticity, undergoing a harmonic motion at a fixed frequency or supporting a single-

frequency Bloch-form elastic wave of a given wavevector. These bounds are rigorously

valid for any consistent boundary conditions that produce in the finite sample or in the

unit cell, either a common average strain or a common average momentum. No other

restrictions are imposed. We do not assume statistical homogeneity or isotropy. Our

approach is based on the Hashin–Shtrikman bounds in elastostatics, which have been

shown to provide strict bounds for the overall elastic moduli commonly defined

(or actually measured) using uniform boundary tractions and/or linear boundary

displacements; i.e., boundary data corresponding to the overall uniform stress and/or

uniform strain conditions. Here we present strict bounds for the dynamic frequency-

dependent constitutive parameters of the composite and give explicit expressions for a

direct calculation of these bounds.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In micromechanics, one seeks to estimate the overall (or effective) mechanical properties of a material in terms of its
microstructure and the properties of its microconstituents. The overall properties are defined by relating the unweighted
volume average of the kinematical and dynamical field quantities, taken over a suitably large sample called the
representative volume element (O). A well-established classical approach is to replace the heterogeneous composite by
a homogeneous one and then introduce eigenstress or eigenstrain (polarization stress or strain) fields such that the stress
and strain fields in the equivalent homogeneous solid coincide with the actual stress and strain fields of the original
heterogeneous O; see (Hashin, 1959; Hashin and Shtrikman, 1962a,b; Kröner, 1977). This scheme leads to a set of integral
equations, referred to as the consistency conditions, which need to be solved to obtain the required exact homogenizing
eigenstress and/or eigenstrain field. While the homogenizing eigenfields will depend on the choice of the reference
properties, the final results are unique and independent of that choice. Moreover, since this homogenization scheme is
based on the volume average of the eigenfields, these averages can be calculated rather accurately using various
approximations; see Nemat-Nasser and Hori (1999) for details and references.

Since the microstructure of most materials is rather complex, bounds have been developed to estimate the overall
properties of heterogeneous materials. Among these the Hashin–Shtrikman (1962a,b) variational principle and the
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resulting bounds for the overall parameters have been most extensively used to estimate the overall elastostatic properties
of heterogeneous materials; Willis (1981a,b).

The overall properties of a finite heterogeneous composite, as well as the corresponding bounds, in general will depend
on the geometry and the prescribed boundary conditions. There are however two exact energy bounds that have allowed
creating bounds for effective properties, which would be valid for any boundary data. For elastostatic problems, it has been
shown (Nemat-Nasser and Hori, 1995) that the elastic energy (complementary elastic energy) of a finite composite
subjected to any boundary conditions is bounded by its corresponding energy under uniform tractions (linear
displacements) provided that all considered boundary data produce the same volume-averaged strain (stress) in the
composite. It was also shown that, in general, there are two universal bounds for the two components of the overall
modulus tensor, which depend only on the volume fraction but not on the detail distributions of the micro-constituents of
the composite. Note that since the measurement of the overall properties of materials is generally performed under
essentially uniform boundary data, the Hashin–Shtrikman bounds for uniform boundary data provide powerful tools to
guide the analysis of the experimental results.

Recent interest in the character of the overall dynamic properties of composites with tailored microstructure
necessitates a systematic homogenization procedure to express the dynamic response of an elastic composite in terms
of its average effective compliance and density. Willis (2009) has presented a homogenization method based on an
ensemble averaging technique of the ‘Bloch’ reduced form of the wave propagating in a periodic composite; see also
(Willis, 2011). A complementary micromechanical method to calculate the effective dynamic properties of general three-
dimensional periodic elastic composites has been proposed by Srivastava and Nemat-Nasser (submitted for publication),
which generalizes the results for layered composites (Nemat-Nasser and Srivastava, 1953; Nemat-Nasser et al., 2011).
Furthermore, Srivastava and Nemat-Nasser (submitted for publication) presented universal theorems which are the
dynamic analogues of the static theorems presented in Nemat-Nasser and Hori (1995, 1999)) and have proven that, at a
fixed frequency, the total elastodynamic energy (strain energy plus the kinetic energy), and the total complementary
elastodynamic energy (complementary strain energy plus the kinetic energy) of O, subjected to any (consistent) spatially

variable boundary data, are bounded by the energy produced in the composite by uniform tractions (for a common average
strain) and/or constant velocities (for a common average momentum) boundary conditions.

There has been considerable research in the field of variational principles for wave equations (Willis, 1981a,b, 1984;
Cherkaev and Gibiansky, 1994; Altay and Dokmeci, 2004; Milton et al., 2009; Milton and Willis, 2010 and references
therein). In the present paper we show that the total elastodynamic energy, and the total complementary elastodynamic
energy of the equivalent solid, when regarded as functionals of the eigenstress (eigenstrain), and eigenmomentum
(eigenvelocity), are stationary for the exact eigenstress (eigenstrain), and eigenmomentum (eigenvelocity). These are the
dynamic equivalents of the Hashin–Shtrikman variational principles and are consistent with results in the published
literature (Willis, 1981b, 1984; Milton and Willis, 2010). In addition, we develop strict (and computable) bounds for these
energies that apply to any spatially variable (consistent) boundary data.

2. Problem definition and introductory results

Consider the dynamics of a general heterogeneous solid which consists of various elastic phases. There is no restriction
on the number, geometry, material, or orientation of each constituting microphase. Consider an arbitrary finite sample of
volume O of boundary @O. The sample is characterized by spatially varying real-valued and positive-definite stiffness
tensor, CðxÞ, with rectangular Cartesian components Cijkl ¼ Cjikl ¼ Cijlk ¼ Cklij,ði,j,k,l¼ 1,2,3Þ, and real-valued positive density,
rðxÞ. The corresponding constitutive relations are

e¼D : r, _u ¼ np, ð1Þ

r¼ C : e, p¼ r _u, ð2Þ

or, in components form,

eij ¼Dijklskl, _ui ¼ npi, ð3Þ

sij ¼ Cijklekl, pi ¼ r _ui, ð4Þ

where the repeated indices are summed, nðxÞ ¼ r�1 is the specific volume, and DðxÞ ¼ C�1 is the compliance tensor. A given
dynamic boundary data (tractions, velocities, or mixed) produces in O variable fields that we collectively represent as:

Q̂ ðx,tÞ ¼ Re½Q ðxÞexp�iot�, ð5Þ

where the frequency o is real-valued and fixed, Q̂ represents any of the field variables, stress r̂, strain ê, momentum p̂ or
velocity _̂u , with respective components, ŝ ij, êij, p̂j or _̂u i, whereas Q represents the corresponding spatially variable part.
Define the volume average of a typical field quantity Q ðxÞ and its deviation from the volume average, Q d

ðxÞ, respectively by

/QS¼
1

O

Z
O

Q ðxÞ dV , Q d
ðxÞ ¼Q ðxÞ�/QS: ð6Þ
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The local conservation and kinematic relations are

r � r¼�iop, ðr � _uÞsym ¼�ioe in O: ð7Þ

Here, the operator r stands for @=@xj,j¼ 1,2,3. The boundary data may be general where tractions or velocities may be
prescribed on parts of @O. To be specific consider

n � r¼ tB on @OT , _u ¼ _uB on @OU , ð8Þ

where tBðxÞ and _uB
ðxÞ are the tractions and velocities that are prescribed on @OT and @OU , respectively, with @O¼

@OTþ@OU , and n with components ni is the exterior unit normal on @O. To simplify notation in Eqs. (7) and (8) and in what
follows the dependence of the field variables on x is not explicitly displayed.

The field equations (7) hold for any composition of O. They imply certain useful identities. Together with constitutive
relations (1) and (2), they also imply two general energy bounds that are essential for establishing strict and computable
bounds for the overall effective dynamic constitutive parameters of a given composite, valid for any (consistent) boundary
conditions. These results are summarized below.

2.1. Material independent identities

Define the scalar inner products between two complex-valued vectors, S1
ðxÞ and S2

ðxÞ, and two complex-valued
second-order symmetric tensors, T1

ðxÞ and T2
ðxÞ as follows:

/S1
� S2S¼

1

O

Z
O

S1
i ðxÞ½S

2
i ðxÞ�

n dVx;

/T1 : T2S¼
1

O

Z
O

T1
ijðxÞ½T

2
ijðxÞ�

n dVx: ð9Þ

The inner product is a complex-valued scalar and the symbol * denotes a complex conjugate. Now, Eqs. (7) directly yield
the following material-independent identities:

/eijS¼
1

O

Z
@O

1

2
½niujþnjui� dS, ð10Þ

/sijS¼
1

O

Z
@O

1

2
½tixjþtjxi� dS�

1

2
/ _pixjþ _pjxiS, ð11Þ

/sij,jS¼/ _piS¼
1

O

Z
@O

ti dS, ð12Þ

f/r : eSþ/p � _uSg�f/rS : /eSn
þ/pS �/ _uSn

g ¼
1

O

Z
@O
ðtB�n �/rSÞ � ðuB�/uSÞn dS: ð13Þ

The final identity (13) is the dynamic equivalent of Hill’s (static-case) identity. We shall refer to (13) as the general

elastodynamic energy identity.

2.2. General energy bounds for elastic composites

Consider an elastic composite O consisting of any set of elastic constituents. There are two universal theorems that
provide bounds for the total elastostatic strain energy and the total complementary elastostatic energy of O subjected to any
consistent boundary data; see Nemat-Nasser and Hori (1995, 1999). These are:
�
 Theorem I: Among all consistent boundary data that produce in a given composite the same overall average strain, /eS,
the uniform-tractions boundary data render the total elastostatic energy an absolute minimum.

�
 Theorem II: Among all consistent boundary data that produce in a given composite the same overall average

stress, /rS, the linear-displacements boundary data render the total complementary elastostatic energy an absolute
minimum.

These theorems have recently been generalized to elastodynamic cases by Srivastava and Nemat-Nasser (submitted for
publication). Define the total elastodynamic (elastic strain plus the kinetic) energy, and the total complementary elastodynamic

(complementary elastic strain plus kinetic) energy of O, respectively as

PðC,rÞ ¼ 1
2f/eijCijklenklSþ/ _uir _un

i Sg, ð14Þ

Pc
ðD,nÞ ¼ 1

2f/sijDijklsn

klSþ/pinpn

i Sg, ð15Þ
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where the arguments C, D, r, and n indicate the corresponding dependence on the (spatially variable) constitutive parameters.
For any consistent and nonzero boundary data, these energy quantities are real-valued and positive. The dynamic versions (for
a fixed frequency, o) of theorems I and II are as follows:
�
 Theorem D1: At a fixed frequency o, among all consistent boundary data that produce in a given composite O, the same
overall average strain /eS, the uniform boundary tractions render the total elastodynamic energy P, an absolute minimum.

�
 Theorem D2: At a fixed frequency o, among all consistent boundary data that produce in a given composite O, the same

overall average momentum /pS, the constant boundary velocities render the total complementary elastodynamic energy

Pc , an absolute minimum.

Theorems D1 and D2 play key roles in establishing bounds for the overall constitutive parameters of the composite O.
The boundary data for the composite are completely general and arbitrary. They must of course be self-consistent and, for
D1, they must produce a common volume average strain tensor, while for D2, they must produce a common volume
average linear momentum vector.

When these general boundary data are restricted such that the surface integral in the right-hand side of (13) vanishes,
then the total energy of O can be calculated using the averaged field quantities. That is, in such a case, the general

elastodynamic energy identity (13) yields the following identity:

/r : eSþ/p � _uS¼/rS : /eSn
þ/pS �/ _uSn: ð16Þ

We shall refer to (16) as the elastodynamic energy condition. Define the disturbance tractions and the disturbance
velocities as

td ¼ tB�n �/rS, _ud
¼ _uB
�/ _uS: ð17Þ

Then the equality (16) holds for all boundary data for whichZ
@O

td � _udn dS¼ 0: ð18Þ

For this class of boundary data, the total energy of the finite composite can be computed using the averaged stress, strain,
momentum, and velocity. This class of boundary data includes special cases of uniform tractions and uniform velocities
boundary data which are of special importance, as discussed later on. Theorems D1 and D2 remain valid whether or not
(18) holds. However, for the class of boundary data which satisfy (18), the generalized dynamic Hashin-Shtrikman bounds
can be expressed directly in terms of the effective dynamic stiffness (compliance) and mass-density (specific mass) tensors
of the composite. In what follows, we focus on boundary data that do satisfy (18).
2.3. Effective elastodynamic constitutive relations

Effective dynamic constitutive parameters are defined by relating the volume averages of the field variables. These field
variables are functions of the boundary data. Therefore, the resulting constitutive coefficients depend upon the boundary
conditions on @O. The general form of the overall constitutive relations is given by (Milton and Willis, 2007; Willis, 2009;
Nemat-Nasser and Srivastava, 1953; Willis, 2011; Srivastava and Nemat-Nasser, submitted for publication),

/rS¼ C : /eSþS �/ _uS, /pS¼ S
y
: /eSþq �/ _uS: ð19Þ

The effective constitutive parameters reflect the non-local spatial microstructure. They may be complex-valued even if the
composite is non-dissipative, the imaginary parts resulting from the asymmetries of, e.g., the unit cell of a periodic composite.
They are functions of the frequency, o, and in the case of elastic waves, they also depend on the wavevector, q. C is the fourth-
order effective elasticity tensor which has minor symmetries, C ijkl ¼ C jikl ¼ C ijlk. It does not have the major symmetry associated
with the elasticity or the compliance tensor but has a hermitian relationship over the major transformation, C ijkl ¼ ½C klij�

n.
Effective density is a second-order tensor with a hermitian relationship over the transformation of its indices, r ij ¼ ½rji�

n, and
S is the third-order coupling tensor with a hermitian transpose given by S

y

kij ¼ S
n

ijk.
Since the cases under consideration satisfy (18), the total elastodynamic energy stored within the domain follows

directly from Eqs. (16) and (19):

PðC,qÞ ¼ 1
2 ½/eSn : /rSþ/ _uSn

�/pS� ¼ 1
2f/eSn : C : /eSþ/ _uSn

� q �/ _uSþ/eSn : S �/ _uSþ/ _uSn
� S
y
: /eSg: ð20Þ

Given the structure of the constitutive tensors, it can be seen that the total elastodynamic energy as expressed above, is
strictly real-valued. Alternatively, the averaged constitutive relations can be expressed as

/eS¼D : /rSþR �/pS,

/ _uS¼R
y
: /rSþm �/pS: ð21Þ
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in which case the total complementary elastodynamic energy stored within O becomes

Pc
ðD,mÞ ¼ 1

2 ½/rSn : /eSþ/pSn
�/ _uS� ¼ 1

2f/rSn : D : /rSþ/pSn
� m �/pSþ/rSn : R �/pSþ/pSn

� R
y
: /rSg: ð22Þ

which is also real-valued.

3. Equivalent homogeneous solid

We replace the heterogeneous O by a geometrically identical but materially homogeneous one having (conveniently
selected) uniform density r0 and elasticity C0. Denote this homogeneous solid by On. Then we introduce in On, eigenstress

RðxÞ and eigenmomentum PðxÞ such that the stress rðxÞ and momentum pðxÞ at every point within the homogenized On are
exactly the same as they are in the original heterogeneous O.

Alternatively, we can use uniform specific volume n0 and compliance D0 for the homogeneous On, and introduce
eigenstrain EðxÞ and eigenvelocity _UðxÞ such that the strain eðxÞ and velocity _uðxÞ at every point within the homogenized On

are exactly the same as they are in the original heterogeneous O. In general the two homogenization methods may not be
equivalent. But, for the class of boundary data which satisfy the elastodynamic energy condition they are equivalent.

4. Homogenization using eigenstress and eigenmomentum and associated bounds

Consider the homogeneous On, subjected to the prescribed boundary conditions which must satisfy (18). The complex-
valued eigenstress and eigenmomentum, RðxÞ and PðxÞ, must be such that the following consistency conditions hold at
every point within On:

r¼ C : e¼ C0 : eþR, p¼ r _u ¼ r0 _uþP, ð23Þ

or, in components form,

sij ¼ Cijklekl ¼ C0
ijklsklþSij, pi ¼ r _ui ¼ r0 _uiþPi: ð24Þ

For eigenstress and eigenmomentum, R and P, the corresponding disturbance fields,

edðxÞ ¼ eðxÞ�/eS; _ud
ðxÞ ¼ _uðxÞ�/ _uS, ð25Þ

can be expressed in terms of integral operators:

edðxÞ ¼ �½CðePÞ
ðx;PÞþCðeRÞðx;RÞ�,

_ud
ðxÞ ¼�½Cð _uPÞ

ðx;PÞþCð _uRÞ
ðx;RÞ�: ð26Þ

It is emphasized that the integral operators in the right-hand side of the above expressions depend on the geometry and
the boundary conditions of @On. In Appendix A, exact expressions for these integral operators are provided for a periodic or
a parallelepiped-shaped finite composite using a Fourier series representation. In what follows it will prove convenient to
rewrite the above integral operators as

CðePÞ
ðx; P̂Þ � P̂ �CðePÞ, CðeRÞðx; R̂Þ � R̂ : CðeRÞ,

Cð _uPÞ
ðx; P̂Þ � P̂ � Cð _uPÞ, Cð _uRÞ

ðx; R̂Þ � R̂ : Cð _uRÞ, ð27Þ

keeping in mind that these operations are different from simple tensorial contractions, and that the operators do depend
on the boundary data. Now the consistency conditions can be written in terms of the integral operators as follows:

R : ½C�C0
��1þP � CðePÞ

þR : CðeRÞ�/eS¼ 0, ð28Þ

P½r�r0��1þP � Cð _uPÞ
þR : Cð _uRÞ

�/ _uS¼ 0: ð29Þ

These are two coupled integral equations that define the homogenizing eigenfields, R and P, for given /eS and / _uS. It can
be shown that the quadratic functional given by

F ðR̂,P̂Þ � 1
2½/R̂ : fðC�C0

Þ
�1
þCðeRÞg : R̂Sþ/P̂ � fðr�r0Þ

�1
þCð _uPÞ

g � P̂S

þf/P̂ �CðePÞ : R̂Sþ/R̂ : Cð _uRÞ
� P̂Sg�, ð30Þ

is real-valued and that, for eigenfields which result in field variables satisfying the elastodynamic energy condition, it is
(Appendix B):
�
 positive when ðC�C0
Þ is positive-definite and ðr�r0Þ is positive;
�
 negative when ðC�C0
Þ is negative-definite and ðr�r0Þ is negative.
Additionally, for the exact eigenfields, RðxÞ and PðxÞ, that satisfy the consistency conditions (28) and (29):

F ðR,PÞ ¼ 1
4½f/eS : /RSn

þ/eSn : /RSgþf/ _uS �/PSn
þ/ _uSn

�/PSg�: ð31Þ
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Now averaging (23) over O, we have

/rS¼ C0 : /eSþ/RS,

/pS¼ r0/ _uSþ/PS: ð32Þ

In view of Eqs. (31) and (32) and using (19), it now follows that

F ðR,PÞ ¼ 1
2½/eSn : ðC�C0

Þ : /eSþ/ _uSn
� ðq�r0IÞ �/ _uSþf/eSn : S �/ _uSþ/ _uSn

� S
y
: /eSg� �PðfC�C0

g,fq�r0IgÞ:

ð33Þ

Eqs. (31)–(33) hold only for the averaged values of the exact homogenizing eigenfields, /RS and /PS. As is seen, F ðR,PÞ is
the elastodynamic energy of the homogenized On when its effective dynamic elasticity is ðC�C0

Þ, its effective dynamic
density is ðq�r0IÞ, and it is supporting the average strain /eS and average velocity / _uS at a fixed frequency o.

4.1. A Hashin-Shtrikman-type variational principle

Based on the total elastodynamic energy of O and for any arbitrary eigenstress, R̂, and eigenmomentum, P̂, fields
prescribed in the equivalent homogeneous On, define a Hashin–Shtrikman-type functional as follows:

J ðR̂,P̂;/eS,/ _uSÞ ¼F ðR̂,P̂Þ�1
2½/eS : /R̂Sn

þ/R̂S : /eSn
þ/ _uS �/P̂Sn

þ/P̂S �/ _uSn
�, ð34Þ

where /eS and / _uS are the volume averages of the strain and velocity in O, while the field variables, R̂ and P̂, are
functions subject to arbitrary variations. Using the symmetries of the tensors shown in Appendix A it can be shown that
the variations of the J functional with respect to the independent variations of the field variables R̂ and P̂ are given by

½J ðR̂,P̂;/eS,/ _uSÞ�dR̂ ¼/½R̂ : ðC�C0
Þ
�1
þ P̂ � CðePÞ

þR̂ : CðeRÞ�/eS� : dR̂S,

½J ðR̂,P̂;/eS,/ _uSÞ�dP̂ ¼/½P̂ðr�r0Þ
�1
þ P̂ � Cð _uPÞ

þR̂ : Cð _uRÞ
�/ _uS� � dP̂S: ð35Þ

It is seen from Eqs. (28) and (29) that the above variations go to 0 for the exact eigenstress and eigenmomentum fields,
R and P, which produce in the equivalent homogeneous solid the same stress and momentum fields as in the original
heterogeneous O subjected to given boundary data. Hence, J ðR,P;/eS,/ _uSÞ ¼�F ðR,PÞ ¼ �PðfC�C0

g,fq�r0IgÞ is the
stationary value of Eq. (34). Moreover, the vanishing of the variations of J ðR̂,P̂;/eS,/ _uSÞ for arbitrary variations of R̂ and
P̂, yields the consistency conditions (28) and (29), respectively.

4.2. Bounds for the energy functional

In the previous section it was shown that the eigenstress and eigenmomentum fields which satisfy the corresponding
consistency conditions render the functional J stationary. Under certain conditions, this stationary value becomes the
extremum value of the functional. To show this we note that the J functional can be written as

J ðR̂,P̂;/eS,/ _uSÞ ¼F ðR̂�R,P̂�PÞ�F ðR,PÞ: ð36Þ

which attains its stationary value for R̂ ¼R,P̂ ¼ P. The sets of eigenfields fR,Pg and fR̂,P̂g produce field variables which
satisfy the generalized elastodynamic energy condition (18). Hence, the eigenfields fðR̂�RÞ,ðP̂�PÞg also satisfy the
elastodynamic energy condition. Finally as shown in Appendix B, for arbitrary eigenfields R̂ðxÞ,P̂ðxÞ:
�
 If ðC�C0
Þ is negative-definite and ðr�r0Þ is negative, then J ðR,P;/eS,/ _uSÞ ¼ �F ðR,PÞ is the maximum value of

J ðR̂,P̂;/eS,/ _uSÞ;

�
 If ðC�C0

Þ is positive-definite and ðr�r0Þ is positive, then J ðR,P;/eS,/ _uSÞ ¼�F ðR,PÞ is the minimum value of
J ðR̂,P̂;/eS,/ _uSÞ.
4.3. Exact inequalities

An exact inequality is obtained and used to bound the effective dynamic properties of O. To this end, choose a reference
elasticity C0 such that C�C0 is negative-semidefinite, and a reference density such that r�r0 is negative. Then for any
arbitrary strain fields, e and ê, and any arbitrary velocity fields, _u and _̂u , the following inequality holds:

1
2½/ðe�êÞ : ðC�C0

Þ : ðe�êÞSþ/ð _u� _̂u Þðr�r0Þ � ð _u� _̂u ÞS�r0: ð37Þ

For arbitrary eigenstress and eigenmomentum fields, R̂ and P̂, and given average strain and velocity fields, /eS and / _uS,
we consider the following strain and velocity fields:

e¼/eS�CðeR̂P̂Þ, ê ¼ ðC�C0
Þ
�1 : R̂,

_u ¼/ _uS�Cð _uR̂P̂Þ, _̂u ¼ ðr�r0Þ
�1 : P̂, ð38Þ
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where �CðeR̂P̂Þ
¼ �fP̂ �CðePÞ

þR̂ : CðeRÞg and �Cð _uR̂P̂Þ
¼ �fP̂ �Cð _uPÞ

þR̂ : Cð _uRÞ
g are disturbance strain and velocity fields

produced in the homogeneuous On by the eigenfields, R̂ and P̂,which satisfy the elastodynamic condition (18). We now
substitute (38) into inequality (37) and after some manipulation (see Appendix B) obtain,

1
2½f/e : C : eSþ/ _u � r _uSg�f//eS : C0 : /eSSþ// _uS � r0/ _uSSg�þJ ðR̂,P̂;/eS,/ _uSÞr0: ð39Þ

In terms of the total elastodynamic strain energy of the composite, the above inequality becomes,

PðfC0
�Cg,fr0�rgÞrJ ðR̂,P̂;/eS,/ _uSÞ: ð40Þ

Since the considered class of boundary data satisfy (18), inequality (40) can be expressed as

PðfC0
�Cg,fr0I�qgÞrJ ðR̂,P̂;/eS,/ _uSÞ: ð41Þ

For arbitrary eigenfields which result in field variables that satisfy the elastodynamic energy condition on @On, and
provided that the integral operators that define the right-hand side of (40) are given, the J functional provides an upper
bound for the elastodynamic strain energy of the composite. It can be seen that the equality holds if R̂ ¼R and P̂ ¼ P.

The bounding functional J in (41), in addition to depending upon the eigenfields, also depends upon the boundary
conditions on @O. Among all boundary data sets which satisfy the elastodynamic energy condition (18), and produce a
common average strain, that which corresponds to uniform tractions renders the elastodynamic strain energy an absolute
minimum; see Theorem D1. Therefore, for the effective dynamic constitutive parameters corresponding to uniform
tractions boundary data, inequality (41) provides computable bounds using the integral operators of any consistent

boundary data that satisfy (18). Thus, for given average strain and velocity, /eS and / _uS, and a pair of eigenfields, R̂ and P̂,
we can use functionals (30 and 34) and obtain,

PtðfC
0
�Cg,fr0I�qgÞrJ gðR̂,P̂;/eS,/ _uSÞ, ð42Þ

using any general set of integral operators to compute J g. In particular, we can use the operators corresponding to
periodic boundary data when X is a parallelepiped or a unit cell of a periodic composite. These operators are given
explicitly in Appendix A.

5. Homogenization using eigenstrain and eigenvelocity

We may homogenize O by introducing in the corresponding homogeneous On of uniform specific volume n0 and
compliance D0, the field-variable eigenstrain, E, and eigenvelocity, _U, such that,

e¼D0 : rþE, eij ¼D0
ijklsklþEij,

_u ¼ n0pþ _U, _ui ¼ n0uiþ
_Ui: ð43Þ

Since at every point within O, the strain must be related to the stress by e¼D : r and velocity must be related to the
momentum by _u ¼ np, it follows that these eigenfields must satisfy the following consistency conditions:

e¼DðxÞ : r¼D0 : rþE, _u ¼ nðxÞp¼ n0pþ _U: ð44Þ

In terms of the eigenstrain and eigenvelocity, E and _U, the disturbance fields, rdðxÞ ¼ rðxÞ�/rS and pdðxÞ ¼ pðxÞ�/pS, can
be expressed by integral operators

rdðxÞ ¼�½Kðr
_UÞ
ðx; _UÞþKðrEÞ

ðx;EÞ�,

pdðxÞ ¼�½Kðp
_UÞ
ðx; _UÞþKðpEÞ

ðx;EÞ�, ð45Þ

where these integral operators are given in Appendix A. As in (27)–(29), the consistency conditions may now be expressed as,

E : ½D�D0
��1þ _U �Kðr

_UÞ
þE : KðrEÞ

�/rS¼ 0, ð46Þ

_U½n�n0��1þ _U �Kðp
_UÞ
þE : KðpEÞ

�/pS¼ 0: ð47Þ

Similar to (30), it can be shown that the functional,

GðÊ, _̂U Þ � 1
2½/Ê : fðD�D0

Þ
�1
þKðrEÞ

g : ÊSþ/ _̂U � fðn�n0Þ
�1
þKðp

_UÞ
g � _̂USþf/ _̂U �Kðr

_UÞ : ÊSþ/Ê : KðpEÞ
� _̂USg�: ð48Þ

is real-valued and positive (negative) for any nonzero eigenfields, ÊðxÞ and _̂U ðxÞ, when ðD�D0
Þ is positive-definite (negative-

definite) and ðn�n0Þ is positive (negative). For the volume average of the exact eigenfields EðxÞ and _UðxÞ that satisfy the
consistency conditions (46) and (47) moreover, functional G becomes

GðE, _UÞ ¼ 1
2½/rSn : ðD�D0

Þ : /rSþ/pSn
� ðm�n0IÞ �/pSþf/rSn : R �/pSþ/pSn

� R
y
: /rSg�: ð49Þ

Note that the above expression holds only for the averaged values of the exact homogenizing eigenfields, /ES and / _US. As can be
seen, GðE, _UÞ is the complementary elastodynamic energy of On when its effective dynamic elasticity is ðD�D0

Þ, its effective
dynamic density is ðm�n0IÞ, and it is supporting the average stress /rS and average momentum /pS at a fixed frequency o.
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Similarly to functional (34), we may consider a functional of eigenstrain and eigenvelocity fields, ÊðxÞ, _̂U ðxÞ, as follows:

I ðÊ, _̂U ;/rS,/pSÞ ¼ GðÊ, _̂U Þ�1
2 ½/rS : /ÊSn

þ/ÊS : /rSn
þ/pS � _̂USn

þ/ _̂U �/pSn
�: ð50Þ

Following the arguments concerning the variation of the J functional, it can be shown that the variation of the I functional
with respect to Ê and _̂U is given by

½I ðÊ, _̂U ;/rS,/pSÞ�dÊ ¼/½Ê : ðD�D0
Þ
�1
þ _̂U �Kðr

_UÞ
þ Ê : KðrEÞ

�/rS� : dÊS,

½I ðÊ, _̂U ;/rS,/pSÞ�
d _̂U
¼/½ _̂U ðn�n0Þ

�1
þ _̂U �Kðp

_UÞ
þ Ê : KðpEÞ

�/pS� : d _̂US: ð51Þ

It can be seen from Eqs. (46) and (47) that the above variations go to 0 for the exact eigenstrain and eigenvelocity fields which
produce in the equivalent homogeneous solid, the same stress and momentum fields as in the original heterogeneous O. Hence,
I ðE, _U;/rS,/pSÞ ¼ �GðE, _UÞ is the stationary value of Eq. (50). Moreover, the vanishing of the variation of I ðÊ, _̂U ;/rS,/pSÞ
for arbitrary variations of Ê and _̂U yields the consistency conditions (46) and (47). Also, it can be shown that for arbitrary
eigenfields ÊðxÞ, _̂U ðxÞ:
�
 If ðD�D0
Þ is negative-definite (positive-definite) and ðn�n0Þ is negative (positive) then I ðE, _U;/rS,/pSÞ ¼�GðE, _UÞ is

the maximum (minimum) value of I ðÊ, _̂U ;/rS,/pSÞ.

5.1. Bounds and inequalities for the I functional

For arbitrary eigenfields which result in field variables which satisfy the elastodynamic energy condition on the
boundary of region O, it can be shown that if D�D0 is chosen to be negative semidefinite and n�n0 is chosen to be negative
then the following inequality holds:

1
2½f/r : D : rSþ/p � npSg�f//rS : D0 : /rSSþ//pS � n0/pSSg�þI ðÊ, _̂U ;/rS,/pSÞr0: ð52Þ

In addition to the above inequality we can now use theorem D2 to derive another inequality analogous to Eq. (42). We
compare the case of any consistent general boundary data (denoted by the subscript g) and the corresponding uniform
velocity boundary data (denoted by the subscript v), for a common average momentum, p0. Hence, according to theorem
D2 it now follows that,

Pc
vðfD

0
�Dg,fn0I�mgÞrGgðÊ, _̂U ;/rS,/pSÞ: ð53Þ

Here again the right-hand side may be calculated using any suitable operators, for example those corresponding to
periodic boundary data.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we have shown that the total elastodynamic energy, and the total complementary elastodynamic energy
of the equivalent solid, when regarded as functionals of the eigenstress (eigenstrain), and eigenmomentum (eigenvelocity),
are stationary for the exact eigenstress (eigenstrain), and eigenmomentum (eigenvelocity).This is the dynamic equivalent
of the Hashin-Shtrikman variational principle which applies to elastostatic heterogeneous composites. In addition, we
have developed strict computable bounds for these energies that apply to any spatially variable (consistent) boundary data.
In particular Eqs. (42), (53) show that the total elastodynamic strain energy and the total elastodynamic complementary
energy of the composite can be bounded by considering any general set of integral operators which satisfies (18). For
example, one may use the integral operators given in Appendix A.
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Appendix A. Explicit relations for the tensors appearing in the integral operators

If we use an isotropic reference material, then we have,

C0
ijkl ¼ l0dijdklþm0½dikdjlþdildjk�, ðA:1Þ

D0
mnij ¼

�l0

2m0ð3l0
þ2m0Þ

dmndijþ
1

4m0
ðdmidnjþdmjdniÞ, ðA:2Þ
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where l0,m0 are Lamé constants. Moreover, for a periodic unit cell or a finite composite in parallelepiped shape, the
integral operators in Eq. (26) are given by,

CðePÞ
ðx;PÞ ¼ �

X
na0

1

O

Z
O
CðePÞ

� Pein�ðx�yÞ dVy ,

CðeRÞðx;RÞ ¼�
X
na0

1

O

Z
O
CðeRÞ : Rein�ðx�yÞ dVy ,

Cð _uPÞ
ðx;PÞ ¼�

X
na0

1

O

Z
O
Cð _uPÞ

� Pein�ðx�yÞ dVy ,

Cð _uRÞ
ðx;RÞ ¼ �

X
na0

1

O

Z
O
Cð _uRÞ : Rein�ðx�yÞ dVy: ðA:3Þ

The tensors appearing in the above integrals are given by,

CðePÞ
¼D0 : W, CðeRÞ ¼P�14s,

Cð _uPÞ
¼U, Cð _uRÞ

¼H : D0, ðA:4Þ

where

Cijp ¼�
o
2

2c2
2ðc

2
1�c2

2Þ

½o2�c2
2x

2
�½o2�c2

1x
2
�

( )
xixjxpþ

c2
1�2c2

2

o2�c2
1x

2

( )
dijxpþ

c2
2

o2�c2
2x

2

( )
fxidjpþxjdipg

" #
, ðA:5Þ

Pmnkl ¼
1

r0

1

4ðo2�c2
2x

2
Þ
fxmdnkxlþxmdnlxkþxndmkxlþxndmlxkg

"

þ
�ðc2

1�2c2
2Þ

2c2
2ð3c2

1�4c2
2Þ
dmndklþ

c2
1�c2

2

½o2�c2
2x

2
�½o2�c2

1x
2
�
xmxnxkxlþ

1

4c2
2

fdmkdnlþdmldnkg

#
, ðA:6Þ

Fpj ¼
o2

r0

c2
1�c2

2

½o2�c2
1x

2
�½o2�c2

2x
2
�
xpxjþ

1

o2�c2
2x

2
dpj

" #
, ðA:7Þ

Ypij ¼�
o
2

2c2
2ðc

2
1�c2

2Þ

½o2�c2
2x

2
�½o2�c2

1x
2
�

( )
xixjxpþ

c2
1�2c2

2

o2�c2
1x

2

( )
dijxpþ

c2
2

o2�c2
2x

2

( )
fxidjpþxjdipg

" #
: ðA:8Þ

In the above expressions c1 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðl0
þ2m0Þ=r0

q
is the longitudinal wave velocity and c1 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m0=r0

p
is the shear wave velocity.

Similarly the tensors in Eq. (45) are given by

Kðr
_UÞ
¼ r0W, KðrEÞ

¼ C0 : P : C0,

Kðp
_UÞ
¼ ðr0Þ

2U�12, KðpEÞ
¼ r0H: ðA:9Þ

It may be seen that the tensors appearing in the above equations possess certain symmetries. Specifically we have the
following:

GðeRÞijkl ¼GðeRÞklij ¼GðeRÞjikl ¼GðeRÞijlk ,

GðePÞ
ijk ¼Gð _uRÞ

kij ; Gð _uPÞ
ij ¼Gð _uPÞ

ji ðA:10Þ

and similar symmetries hold for the K tensors. These symmetries are essential for the variations of the functionals to have
the forms presented in the main text. These symmetries also hold for integral operators corresponding to arbitrary
boundary data cases as shown in Willis (1980a,b, 1997).

Appendix B. Proof for identities

For arbitrary eigenfields R,P the disturbance fields rd ¼ r�/rS and pd ¼ p�/pS satisfy

D0 : ðrd�RÞ ¼ ed, n0ðpd�PÞ ¼ _ud: ðB:1Þ

Moreover, since the eigenfields produce field variables which satisfy (18) we have

/rd : edSþ/pd � _udS¼ 0: ðB:2Þ

It follows from the above equations that the scalar

/P � CeP : RþR : CeR : RSþ/P �C _uP
� PþR : C _uR

� PS ðB:3Þ
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can be written as

/R : D0 : RþP � n0PS�/rd : D0 : rdþpd � n0pdS: ðB:4Þ

Additionally we have the following (Nemat-Nasser and Hori, 1999):

/R : ðC�C0
Þ
�1 : RS¼�/ðD0 : RÞ : ðD�D0

Þ
�1 : ðD0 : RÞS�/R : D0 : RS,

/P � ðr�r0Þ
�1PS¼�/ðn0PÞ � ðn�n0Þ

�1
ðn0PÞS�/P � n0PS: ðB:5Þ

From Eqs. (B.3)–(B.5) it follows that the scalar given by F ðR,PÞ is positive (negative) if ðD�D0
Þ
�1 is negative-definite

(positive-definite) and ðn�n0Þ
�1 is negative (positive). Furthermore, the negative-definiteness (positive-definiteness) of

ðD�D0
Þ
�1 implies the negative-definiteness (positive-definiteness) of ðD�D0

Þ and the positive-definiteness (negative-
definiteness) of ðC�C0

Þ. Therefore, the functional in Eq. (36) assumes a maximum or a minimum value depending upon the
choice of the reference material.

When a reference material is chosen such that C�C0 is negative-semidefinite and r�r0 is negative then for any
arbitrary strain fields, e and ê, and any arbitrary velocity fields, _u and _̂u , the following inequality holds:

1
2½/ðe�êÞ : ðC�C0

Þ : ðe�êÞSþ/ð _u� _̂u Þðr�r0Þ � ð _u� _̂u ÞS�r0: ðB:6Þ

For arbitrary eigenstress and eigenmomentum fields, R̂ and P̂, and given average strain and velocity fields, /eS and / _uS,
we consider the following strain and velocity fields:

e¼/eS�CðeR̂P̂Þ, ê ¼ ðC�C0
Þ
�1 : R̂,

_u ¼/ _uS�Cð _uR̂P̂Þ, _̂u ¼ ðr�r0Þ
�1 : P̂, ðB:7Þ

where CðeR̂P̂Þ
¼ P̂ �CðePÞ

þR̂ : CðeRÞ and Cð _uR̂P̂Þ
¼ P̂ �Cð _uPÞ

þ Ê : Cð _uEÞ. Since �CðeR̂P̂Þ and �Cð _uR̂P̂Þ are zero volume average
deviatoric parts of the strain and the velocity fields, the strain and velocity fields, e¼/eS�CðeR̂P̂Þ and _u ¼/ _uS�Cð _uR̂P̂Þ,
therefore, are such that,

/eS¼//eS�CðeR̂P̂ÞS¼/eS; / _uS¼// _uS�Cð _uR̂P̂ÞS¼/ _uS: ðB:8Þ

Since the fields satisfy the elastodynamic energy condition we also have the following:

/ed : rdSþ/ _ud
� pdS¼/CðeR̂P̂Þ : ½C0 : CðeR̂P̂Þ

þR̂�Sþ/Cð _uR̂P̂Þ
� ½r0Cð _uR̂P̂Þ

þ P̂�S¼ 0: ðB:9Þ

Substituting ê and _̂u from Eq. (B.7) into Eq. (B.6) we have

1
2½/e : ðC�C0

Þ : eSþ/R̂ : ðC�C0
Þ
�1 : R̂S�/e : R̂S�/R̂ : eS

þ/ _u � ðr�r0Þ _uSþ/P̂ � ðr�r0Þ
�1P̂S�/ _u � P̂S�/P̂ � _uS�r0: ðB:10Þ

Now substituting e¼/eS�CðeR̂P̂Þ and _u ¼/ _uS�Cð _uR̂P̂Þ in the above equation and using Eq. (B.9), it can be shown that the
above equation can be written in the following form:

1
2½f/e : C : eSþ/ _u � r _uSg�f//eS : C0 : /eSSþ// _uS � r0/ _uSSg�þJ ðR̂,P̂;/eS,/ _uSÞr0: ðB:11Þ

The above is the proof for Eq. (39). Analogous proofs for the I functional can be derived similarly.
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